66 mustang fuse box problems

I've got a Ford Falcon from my father, it was his first car and now it's my turn to take care for it.
Some parts need to be replaced or rebuilt and it's a great challenge to figure out how to do it or
find spare parts, specially in my country. When I was rebuilding the electrical system the
problem was to find a replacement, because I could't find it I had to figure out how to rebuild it
and this is how I did. You can find the right clips and fuse kits at my own site Mark every cable
before remove the fuse box, this schematic shows the right configuration in case something
goes wrong. WARNING : Do not cut the radio cable, it is the one in the front, it's better to
remove the box with the radio wire still attached, is just a few inches long. We can see a lot of
rust on the box, this is because most of the clips are made of ferrous materials instead of
copper or brass, which allows terminals to oxidize, and rust does not allow current to flow,
causing car accessories to fail. To remove the rusty old clips is necessary to insert a flat small
screwdriver pushing the retainers that hold them in place, then you just have to push the clip to
release it. Then remove 9 clips, except the one in the picture, this one is usually made of copper
and it only needs to be sanded and cleaned. Once the clips are gone, it is a good idea to clean
the entire box, once finished it will look a lot better than before. The first step is to "tin" the flat
base of each clip, this will allow us to solder each cable back in place again. Now we have to
make two bridges "Tining" about one inch of 12 gauge cable and soldering to every corner
opposite to the mounting holes. With all the clips in place and the connections done it's time to
Insert a new set of fuses in place and we are ready to the last step. You can rewire the box using
terminals and soldering them to the flat side of the clips or you can solder the wires directly into
the box, a 40 watt soldering iron is just fine for this task. Repeat this step to every wire attached
to the fuse box and we are done. The fuse box finally looks and works as good as new! Ford
charged me They said they had to replace wiring on ford transit. Im going to check when i get
home. Reply 7 years ago on Introduction. Nice work! Could you tell me the part number of the
clip you've used? The Mustang parts guys want like 2. If you could tell us your clip source, I'm
sure we would all be very grateful. Reply 8 years ago on Introduction. I got them from my local
computer wire hardware store, but you can find them on several places on-line like ebay for
about a buck per clip. Reply 9 years ago on Introduction. Mustang, Falcon, Truck By
crowndelorean CustomRetroStuff Follow. More by the author:. About: Engineer, hardware
designer and self teaching enthusiast. Users have reported succesful applications on: 64 to 68
ford mustang, falcon, galaxie, fairlane. Dodge charger, super bee and most Mopar B body cars
84 Mazda B Your fuse box must look like this:. For this job you will need: 10 or more SFE fuse
clips according to your fuse box. Fuses according to your application. A 40 watt or better
soldering iron flux, solder, pliers, hammer, terminals optional You can find the right clips and
fuse kits at my own site Remove the box from the car cutting the wires as close as possible
from the box connections. Next, with a clean box it's time to put the new clips in place. Materials
Needed: 9 Littelfuse quarter inch clips cheap and easy to get a 40 watt or better soldering iron a
hammer a flat tool. The type of clip needed has a flat base and retainer clips to hold each one to
the fuse box. After that, we only need to push every clip in place gently with a flat tool and a
hammer. Use a "before" picture as a reference to place the connections. Did you make this
project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Reply
Upvote. BrianM58 5 years ago on Step 6. Where did you purchase your clips? I can't seem to
find them anywhere! Hovercraft 8 years ago on Introduction. Hovercraft crowndelorean Reply 8
years ago on Introduction. This article will help you to locate the fuse box, seek out blown
fuses, identify which fuse does what, and to replace the blown fuses with new ones with the
correct amperage. You can easily identify a blown fuse with the naked eye. For one, the wire
inside the glass casing will be broken. In case of short circuit, the casing will also show signs of
discoloration or burning. On a or Mustang, you can locate the fuse box on the drivers side,
below the dash. You will need to get your head all the way in there under the steering wheel to
be able to get a good look at it. Now all that remains is to determine which fuse is responsible
for which electrical circuits. The following image will help you with this:. Note that not all of
these are used all the time. Make sure to use the right amperage for each fuse. New fuses can
be found online, in most auto shops and even in radio supply shops. They generally come with
a little plastic twist tool which makes removal and installation of the fuses a lot easier. It has
been replaced by AGA 3-amp fuses, which do come in the correct size the really short, stubby
ones. Did this post help you? Do you have experience with this subject? Share your thoughts or
ask a question in the comments section! Good question, too! The 20 amp fuses SFE20 do exist
in the same shorter than usual 20 amp fuses size as the 14 amp. Interestingly, I read that Ford
changed the fuse rating from 14A to 20A, but forgot to make the location bigger in the fuse box
to fit the longer 20A fuse. Hey Howard, Thanks for your reply! Save my name and email in this
browser for the next time I comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and

security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Home About Contact Privacy policy. Hey Pablo! Thanks, glad
you liked it! Hey Gordon! Thanks for your comment! Thank you for the informative Infermation a
real help once again thank you. This website uses cookies. Cookie settings Read More Accept.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Or when you turn on the radio and the turn signals start
flashing? If you have any questions that you think I might be able to help you with, or, if I have
posted something that still doesn't seem to be as clear as it could be, please feel free to ask.
Super information. I wanted to cut my old block out and replace it with a new style one. Your
write up made it a snap to use a generic 5 circuit block from the auto parts store and wire it right
up correctly. Thanks Joe. I'm happy to hear that you found the write-up to be useful. There are a
lot of advantages to the more modern style of fuse box. I just rewired my 65 mustang with.
Brand new wiring oem kit, though I thought the fuse box was a newer sale box. It's not. What's
your recommendations to install a newer box? This blog is awesome! You would still have a
couple of slots left over on this, so you could also route the wire that supplies power to the
headlight dimmer switch through the box on one slot and the taillights through another. This
way you would also have slots for things like a phone charger, power amps for the sound
system, etc.. Whatever you wanted to run in your car. It's actually quite simple and not at all
expensive. Just make sure that you use fuses of the same amp load as the originals. If you have
something that seems to keep blowing fuses unless you go with a higher amp fuse, you have a
problem somewhere and the fix is not simply use a heavier fuse. You have a short somewhere,
or excessive resistance for some reason, something. The fix is to fix it. Troubleshooting why the
back up lights in my dad's actually 65 mustang do not work. Been reading Chiltons and 65 Ford
Shop manuel, but your diagram is great. On fuse box, no power to 2. Also trying to understand
how starter neutral switch is involved. I'm a novice. Any tips from my ramble appreciated. So
far, found out no power to 2. I think power to backup lights come from starter neutral switch. All
other fuses accesories working now. Hi again. The switch doesn't have a main power-in and
fround, like some switches. It's just a wire taking power through the switch. If the switch isn't in
the right position, the power stops there because it doesn't have anywhere to go. This was
extremely helpful! I used your description to re-wire in a newer style blade fuse box which was
cut out of another car. Knowing what all of the wires go to was crucial in making sure I wired it
up to the new box properly. I made sure to include a link to this post the entry. This is the
second time your blog has come to the rescue in my restoration! Very useful information
Veronica. I also used this diagram to wire in a new blade type fuse box. Thanks again. Will this
help me on my 68? The speedometer is the only gauge working. I also dont have in dash lights.
The turn signal and bright light indicators do work. Will this apply to my 68? The only gauge
that works is the speedometer. The dash lights not working could be a blown fuse, but, they
could also not be working because of a faulty headlight switch. And, yes, it is very common for
a headlight switch to fail in a way that has the headlights working and the instrument lights not
working. The speedo is a purely mechanical assembly and doesn't have any wiring in it at all
except for the light. If the other gauges don't work, you should read through this. One thing that
is different on your car is that to remove the instrument cluster you have to pull the heater
controls out far enough to be able to get your hand in there to disconnect the speedo cable.
Hope that helps. Hi Veronica, The dash lights in my 66 are not working, I replaced the headlight
switch and they are still on the fritz. All other lights work fine, and the fuse is new. News flash: I
know very little about wiring! Thank you, John. Hi, John. Assuming that you have also replaced
the bulbs, the first thing that I would check is the dash ground wire. On the back of the
instrument cluster there is an instrument cluster voltage regulator. This is a rectangular thingy
which has two black wires with green stripes plugged into the back of it. There should also be a
black wire attached to the instrument cluster by the same screw that holds the instrument
cluster voltage regulator on. The other end of that wire should be attached to the bracing behind
the dash with a screw. Hi Veronica, Thanks for your reply. I checked and cleaned the dash
ground, still no lights. I then checked behind the fuse box, looked good. Lo and behold, let there

be dash lights. Hope this positive trend continues. Thanks again for all you do for vintage
Mustang owners. Hello Veronica I have just bought a 66 mustang K code convertible. I cannot
for the life of me find the fuse box. I have spent ages digging around under the dash and no
luck. I hope you can help me with a few questions. Where is the fuse box? While digging around
I found a black wire with a male ending - and then another black wire with a female ending they
push into each other they were not connected - I connected them but so far I have not seen
anything happen. I bought a new lighter socket as I need power for my navi and the lighter was
not working. When I disconnected the old one I found it was not connected at all and I cannot
find any loose wires - where should I try getting the power from? On the passenger side there is
a little "closet" under the dash with a door - what is that for? Finally in 4th gear the gear seems
to slip up and start rattling - it does not pop out of gear - just seems to not stay seated all the
way - any ideas on that? Ciao, Riccardo. That sounds like a fun car to have. I love the K codes,
and the convertibles. A K code convertible would be just about as good as it gets for me. The
bottom edge of the fuse box is just a little bit above the top edge of the kick panel. If they are
part of the main underdash harness behind the instrument cluster, and are actually black with a
red stripe, those are part of the back-up lights wiring. The emergency flasher switch is
supposed to be inside the glove box, attached to the top of the glove box liner. There should
also be a blue wire with a white stripe that has a female connector with a 90 degree bend in it
hanging around somewhere kind of near the ignition switch which plugs into the back of the
lighter. With that door open, there should be fresh air coming out of it when you are moving
down the road. With that being said, something that effects only one gear would just about have
to be inside the transmission. HI Veronica thanks so much for the quick reply. So I definitely do
not have the emergency flashers - nothing in the glove box and unless there is a secret switch
somewhere I have not found them. Also I do not have reverse lights unless the brake lights just
come on - there are no white lights at the back. The mystery back wires were behind the dash
just above the lighter - the male seemed to head off over the steering column and the female
seemed to up into the darkness :- - the horn does not work so I am not sure if that is a clue.
While I have your kind attention - I have a radio - original which lights up when you turn it on but
it makes no sound - mainly I think as I cannot find a speaker :- - where would it be if I had one. I
will have to dig some more under the dash - not an easy task :- If you get to italy give me a
shout I will take you for a spin - she runs like a dream The emergency flashers were standard
equipment on the 66 Mustang, as were the back-up lights. Your car definitely left the factory
with both of those things. It sounds like someone has replaced that rear valence panel with one
that doesn't have the holes for the back-up lights. Who knows why people do some of the
strange things that they do. That black wire that you mentioned sounds a lot like wire that
supplies power to the radio. The speaker is was in the middle of the top of the dash, underneath
that center grille thing that is attached to the dash by two screws. My husband and I spent about
a month in Italy a couple of years ago and had a wonderful time. We might spend a couple of
weeks in Bormio this summer. Hi Veronica Glad you enjoyed italy. Your comment about the
back up lights worried me so I did some research. I have a rather large stack of original
publications from Ford to document this. I am not familiar with that particular site, but, if they
said that the back up lights were optional in the 66 model year, they are mistaken. If you send
me an email that I can reply to, I would be happy to scan some of these publications and send
them to you, just so you can see for yourself, rather than have one of those 'He said, she said'
things going on. Your car did indeed come from the factory with back up lights. I just sent you a
couple of scanned pages. I wouldn't be too concerned with the fact that somebody changed
something on the car. You have a car that is half a century old. Or, another way to look at it
would be that your cars age right now is 25X the original manufacturers warranty period. If you
call the average life expectancy of a person 70 years, and you encounter someone that is years
old, he's probably had a bit of work done on him along the way. I seem to have a pretty common
problem looking at some of these posts,hope I don't bore you too much. I have a mustang 6
cylinder and the dash lites have stopped working,everything else works fine. I replaced all the
bulbs,the headlite switch and the fuse. Now everytime I turn the lites on it blows the fuse. I have
a mustang 6 cylinder and the dash lites have stopped working. I have replaced all the
bulbs,headlite switch,and the fuse. Now everytime I turn the lites on the fuse blows. I have
replaced the headlite switch,bulbs,and fuse. Now everytime I turn on the lites it blows the fuse.
These old cars are never boring. It seems that they can always find interesting new ways to
befuddle their owners. My first guess would be that one of the wires feeding the dash lights is
shorting out on something. I would pull the instrument cluster out and have a look at the
condition of all of the dash light wiring. On my 66, the courtesy lights won't turn off with the car
on and doors shut. Sometimes if I jiggle the ignition, I can get them to turn off, but then I lose
the turn signals. Something is draining my battery too. It's brand new but is dead every time I go

to start it. Thanks for any advice! Hi Veronica, sorry if this posts 3 times. My courtesy lights on
my 66 won't turn off. Light switch is not turned to the left. Sometimes, if I jiggle my ignition, they
will go off, but then I lose my turn signals. Also, something is draining my battery. Appreciate
any help. I have it set up here in such a way that I have to see and ok any comments that people
might try to leave. The vast majority of people are good, decent people that just want a little help
trying to figure out what's wrong with their car, but, occasionally, up pops 'That Guy' that either
wants to post spam, or something tacky, or just say something ignorant which has absolutely
nothing to do with an old Mustang to try and anger people, and get a reaction from them. I don't
see how any of that facilitates people repairing their old Mustangs, so, I just delete them. The
downside of that policy is that it might be a little while before I see that a comment has been
made, and, the person making the comment has no way of knowing that their comment will be
posted as soon as I get back from Krogers, so they might think that there was some sort of
computer glitch and repost something. I happens on a fairly regular basis. As far as your
electrical weirdness goes, you obviously have a short of some sort, possibly in one of the door
jamb switches, maybe in the headlight switch itself, or, maybe, the two wires that go into one of
the door jamb switches are shorting themselves out on each other. There are several things that
could cause the problems you are having. I would start with the easy stuff first. Unplug one of
the door jamb switches and see if the lights go out. If no, do the other one. If the lights are still
on, pull the dome light fuse. If that makes them go out, you'll need to pull the instrument cluster
out and have a look back there. I suspect that the problem will end up being the door jamb
switch wiring because that stuff goes across a whole bunch of sharp sheet metal edges back
behind the kick panels, but, there really isn't any way to narrow it down without going through
the motions. There is no substitute for actually having a look inside. Let me knowwhat you find
out. I gottcha. Ok, what I discovered is I dont think the light that stays on is really the courtesy
light. I got the passenger courtesy light working just fine by putting the bulb in better. It's much
larger than the light on the drivers side the one that stays on. This light doesn't even fit in that
ring properly. I bet it's an instrument light that came out and somebody just put it in that
courtesy light ring. Is there a dash light that stays on all the time, with the key on? If so, we're
good. I just need to put that back where it belongs, AND, try and find where the actual courtesy
light socket is hiding! If this really is the courtesy light, then I still have a problem. Thank you
for helping me! The only light behind the instrument cluster that come on whenever the key was
turned on would be the high beam indicator light, and then only if the high beams where on. If
the wire attached to that questionable bulb is green with a black stripe, try stepping on the
dimmer switch and see if it goes out. If that is not what you have going on, it would help out a
bunch if you could determine the color s of the wire going to that socket. I'm gonna feel dumb if
that's it! Another theory I just left a car show and looked over a He doesn't have a courtesy light
on the driver's side. He also doesn't have this little chromed out box on the dash that I have, but
a 70 Cuda did, and it said "reverse" on it. My tranny has been changed and I wonder if my little
light is supposed to go in there, and I'm missing my "reverse" sign. Still doesn't explain why it's
on, but I'll look at the wires when I get home and get back to you. Thanks a bunch! There are 2
wires going to that light. One solid green and one solid purple. My stupid battery was dead,
again, so I couldn't check the brights. I'm getting the battery tested now. What you have in your
car is the optional seat belt warning light. It doesn't involve any wiring as far as the seat belts
themselves go, it was more of a reminder to buckle your seat belts. It would come on when you
turn the key on, but, it was supposed to go out after a little while because of a thermostatic
cut-off switch. Apparently, the cut-off has failed in yours and the thing stays on all of the time. If
that is indeed what is going on, it should go off when you pull the accessory fuse. If you do that
and it does go off, I would just unplug the power feed for that seat belt light from the
three-prong accessory feed behind the dash and just leave it alone until I decided to either
replace the seat belt light or fix the hole in the dash it sits in. I just posted a picture of the light
and how it is wired up. It will be the most recent thing that I've posted, right on top of the front
page. Let me know if that looks like what you have. Yep, that's it. I'm just missing the lense. I
tried to reach up and pull the wires, but I can't get my hand up in there far enough. Do I have to
pull the instrument panel? I don't know why, but this scares me! Yes, the instrument cluster has
to come out, but, fear not. It is a very simple procedure that you can easily accomplish. Pull the
instrument cluster out occasionally, or, pay some guru at a high-dollar shop to do it for you. So,
there's no time like now to jump in there. The first time you do this, you will no doubt be a little
tentative and uncertain, but, once you have done it the first time, you will realize that it really
isn't a big deal at all, and you will end up saving yourself hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars
in repair bills on things you can do yourself in an afternoon. If you encounter anything that
seems odd to you, please feel free to ask, and I will be happy to help out in any way that I can. I
just added another photo to the post on instrument cluster removal. What I did was take a 66

instrument cluster and hook up the wiring from an old 66 main underdash harness. If a mouse
was behind your instrument cluster with a flashlight and a camera, that's the picture that she
would take. That's awesome! I'm gonna try tackling this later tonight. Can I borrow the mouse
with the flashlight and camera? Instrument cluster is out! I think I'm just going to email you. I
made a few discoveries back up in there and I took a couple pics. Veronica My original stock
radio suddenly stopped working on my 65 coupe - no light, no sound. Where do I start to
troubleshoot? Not sure which fuse is for radio and not sure how to check if it is getting power - I
appreciate any help. The radio is powered through the accessory fuse. I use a volt meter to
check the fuses. With the key in the On position, you should have voltage on both ends of the
fuse. If your car came with back-up lights, that fuse also powers them, so, if you have them, and
they all of a sudden quit working also, that is very likely to the fuse's fault. Thanks - will need to
get a volt meter! I do have backup lights but they don't work. They were repro ones and when I
found they were not working I tried to unplug them and the plugs came apart - so I gave up on
them at the time. Will get a volt meter and start testing. Horn also does not work. Will report
back once I can check with a meter. I have a 66 Mustang convertible. I just replaced the ignition
switch with a Scott Drake replacement part. Works great except the turn signals now don't work
properly. When I turn on either the left or right signal they both blink like the emergency
flashers are on but are very dim. That sounds like something went wrong on you during the
re-installation of the instrument cluster, like maybe the ground wire from the instrument cluster
to the dash brace pulled loose on you something. There isn't really anything that could go
wrong with an ignition switch that would make a car do what yours is doing. I would try pulling
the instrument cluster back out and have a look back there. Your horn circuit doesn't have a
fuse. In 66, power for the horns comes from the headlight switch, which has an internal circuit
breaker. Okay this took a while. Here is my theory. When I replaced the ignition switch it caused
an increase in the electrical flow everywhere. Having already put in a new quality turn signal
switch, I didn't think this was the problem. After many hours of hunting and metering I
discovered someone put cheap tail light housings in the car. The two filaments inside the bulb
holders were so loose and so close together I believe they were arching. I separated the two
filaments, installed new bulbs and now the brake lights, running lights and turn signals work
perfect and are much brighter. Needless to say I have ordered new quality tail light housings.
Conclusion: If you are going to care for your classic Mustang you should feed it nothing but the
best! I need help troubleshooting my gauges on 65 mustang. I've gone through 3 voltage
regulators and its driving me nuts!!!! One side of the voltage regulator gives me batt voltage
and the other pulsating all normal until a couple minutes then I get full battery voltage on both
sides Post a Comment. They don't really want that pt. They just want this car that they dearly
love to be able to cruise around smoothly and reliably, without having it dump them out on the
side of the road or have it start making weird noises or belching out big clouds of
funky-smelling smoke. And I think, truth be told, that this is by far the largest class of Mustang
owners. They take their car to some technician when what they actually need is a mechanic, and
this, frequently, does not work out very well at all for the owner. They don't want to re-engineer
the entire car, they just want someone to fix what broke. These are the people that I am trying
help out with this blog. Some problems require a little bit of back and forth, as in, "Try this.
None of that ridiculous one-upmanship, no flaming or abuse, none of that stuff. Just good, solid
advice from people that know what they are talking about. Friday, February 25, Mustang Fuse
Box Many questions seem to arise concerning this seemingly simple component, such as
"Where is the main power feed? In the bottom left corner of the picture there is a contact with a
black wire with a yellow stripe attached to it. This is constant power, whether the key is on, off
or in the accessory position. The power is always on, thus, the term, 'Constant Power'. You will
notice that this contact has two round thingies on it. This is the interior courtesy lighting which
comes on when you open either door. This goes out to the lighter, and splits off before it gets to
the lighter and also goes to the emergency flashers, if your car has the emergency flashers. Not
all 65 model Mustangs had emergency flashers. This brings power from the ignition switch
when the key is in the on or accessory position. The one on the
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top is the hot side of the accessory fuse. There should be a wire hanging out of the front of the
fuse box on that circuit which supplies keyed power to whatever accessories are plugged into
that wire on the other end. There is a brown wire coming out of the other end of this fuse. If you
have three speed heater fan, this wire goes out to the fan motor. I'll address that one in another
post. There is a little more involved in replacing this with a blade type fuse box than just

removing this fuse box and sticking the new one in. The new one needs to either have a
provision for isolated independent power feeds for different circuits, or, it needs to be more
than one fuse box. Posted by Veronica at PM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post
Comments Atom. About Me Veronica Hello. I am married to a wonderful man and we have two
children, a son and a daughter. And, yes, my children really are smarter, faster, stronger, kinder
and more beautiful than yours. View my complete profile.

